Abstract
Introduction
Constraints are important for the database design. They are used in traditional database systems to define consistent database states. Constraints can only be defined for alphanumeric data but not for multimedia data stored in a multimedia database system. Multimedia data are based on physical signals (e.g. audio), and their correct output depend on various output parameters. As an example take the output rate for an audio stream. The semantics of the audio stream will be distorted, if an appropriate output rate cannot be guaranteed. Multimedia documents consist of different (multi-)media objects and relationships among them. An example for that are an audio and a video object with a synchronization relationship between them. The output of these streams must often be lip synchronous. The semantics of the multimedia document will be distorted, if the synchronization relationship cannot be fulfilled. Output constraints can be used to restrict appropriate output parameters for multimedia objects and output relationships between multimedia objects. Traditional constraints define correct database states. Output constraints define the correct output of stored multimedia data. So they are an enhancement of the traditional integrity concept.
Commercial database systems (e.g. DB2, Oracle) can support multimedia objects (e.g. video), but not directly multimedia documents. The reason for that is that up to now the composition of media objects into multimedia documents is seen as a part of the application logic. This approach leads to the following problems:
• Data which are stored correctly in the database can be distorted during the data output. As an example it is possible that the database reduces the resolution of videos in the case of resource scarcity. So the user may receive data of bad quality. The semantic of the video can be distorted.
• The application must check the correctness of the multimedia data. This is only possible after or during the data transfer to the application. Resources are possibly wasted for the transfer of incorrect data.
• An update of multimedia data can change important features of media data (e.g. the length of a video). The composition of media objects into a multimedia document, defined in an application, can be no longer suitable.
• If two applications use the same multimedia document, then the composition of this multimedia document must be defined in each application.
Some query languages have been developed which allow to specify output parameters for multimedia objects. For example, it is possible to specify in a query that the output of an audio and a video should be synchronous [6] . But if users can specify arbitrary output parameters, they can also distort the semantics of the multimedia objects, even unwillingly. So it is important to limit the range of output parameters by associating constraints with the stored objects. The multimedia database system can check these constraints by applying mechanismen for data consistency. The following points demonstrate the advantages of including output constraints in a multimedia database system.
• The producer of multimedia data can define output constraints in order to support the correct semantics of the data.
• The multimedia database system can detect whether the output parameters defined in a query change the data semantics in an undesirable way.
• Output constraints can be checked before or during data output. So it can be guaranteed that only correct data make it to the application.
• The database can guarantee that the stored data are suitable for the defined output constraints. Integrity constraints can be used for that. E.g. if an output constraint is defined for the synchronous output of a video and an audio, both data objects must have the same duration. The database must generate an suitable constraint for checking the length of the data objects. This constraint must be checked by update operations.
The contribution of this paper is a classification of necessary output constraints and the developing of specification methods for the constraint classes. Section 3 defines some terms which are necessary for the formal definition of output constraints. Section 4 describes a classification for output constraints and gives a formal specification for every class. Section 5 summarises the main ideas of this paper.
Related Work
There are only few papers to constraints of multimedia data. Important work [5, 7] was done to investigate constraints for interactive multimedia documents. The challenge is to guarantee a temporal consistent execution of a multimedia scenario. Only temporal relationships between mutlimedia data are taken into acccount. The defined constraints restricted mainly the possible user interation with the multimedia document. A proposal of a constraint classification for spatio-temporal databases was done in [2] . These classification mentions only qualitative and quantitative constraints for the dimensions space, time and spatiotemporal. There is no formal description for constraints. To the best of our knowledge exist no works of constraints in multimedia databses.
Formal preliminary notes
The following formal description assumes that media objects are stored in an object-relational database system (e.g. Oracle). The database system must provide complex data types and functions for multimedia data. Oracle and DB2 do this. For simplicity, it is assumed that a media object (mo) and its meta data are stored completely in a single tuple. A relation schema R(A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n , MO) consists of the relation name R and a list of attribute names A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n , MO. MO is the name for a media object. A relation r(R) is a set of tuples in which each tuple adheres to the relation schema R. As an example videos from ultrasound scans can be stored in a relation with the relation schema ULT RASOUND(P AT IENT, V IDEO).
Definitions from temporal logic
The correct temporal order is important for the output of time-dependent multimedia data. The complex data types for such data must provide attributes like time stamps or frame numbers in order to generate a temporal order. These attributes must have a temporal domain.
Definition 1 (Temporal domain T P ). The structure T P = (T, ≤, −, +) is a one-dimensional ordered temporal domain. T is a set of temporal instances and ≤ is a linear order on T . The function − defines a distance between two elements from T as follows: − : T × T → D. The function + defines a sum between a time point and a temporal distance as follows:
Output constraints for time-dependent media data are often defined on time intervals or periods. Intervals are defined on an interval domain.
Definition 3 (Interval domain
The following set is defined on T:
Definition 4 (Period P ). Let T P = (T, ≤, −, +) be a onedimensional ordered temporal domain. T I is an intervalbased temporal domain. The following set is defined on I(T ) and D(T ):
Definition 5 (Period elements
, l is a period P then the period elements p i ∈ I(T ) with i ∈ Z, i ≥ 0 are defined as follows:
other 
The database output
It is assumed that each stored media object can be output. Thus a set of output objects OU T OBJ exists which can build from the stored media objects. As an example the output object for a stored film can be a multimedia stream (e.g. MPEG stream). Assume a video is stored in the AVI format and a user wants to get it as MPEG. Then a transformation is necessary for the data output. An output function f outj builds an output object o from a stored media object
Different output functions are possible. Every output function has their own domain. As an example a text is stored as a media object. One output function can build an audio as output object from the text. Another output function can build an image as output object from the same text. The domains of both output functions are very different. Different output constraints can be used to restrict these domains of output objects. As an example the resolution can be restricted for the image but not for the audio. This paper considers the following groups of output functions:
f s (mo) produce spatial output objects f td (mo) produce time dependent output objects f s/td (mo) produce spatial and time dependent output objects Equation 2 shows a formal definition for the domain of an output function. All output objects o produced by the function f outj (mo) are members of this domain. The co-domain MO of the output function is a set of media objects. So an output function can be defined also for subsets of media objects stored in a table.
OU T OBJ
The domain of all possible output objects for a set of stored media objects MO is called
The meaning of output constraints is to describe legal output objects. So output constraints restrict the sets OU T OBJ MO fout . The general form for an output constraint is {∀, ∃}o ∈ OU T OBJ MO fout : F where F is a first order logic formula. The meaning of this definition is that for one or for all output objects build from the set of media objects MO the formula F must be true. 
Classification of output constraints

Constraints for static output parameters
Static output parameters are those which do not change during the output process of the output objects. Take as an example the relation XRAY (P AT IENT, IMAGE) that stores x-ray images. The semantics of an image depend on its resolution. Some things are not visible in low resolution. It is possible to restrict the resolution with a constraint. The producer of the images can thus specify that a minimum resolution for the output of images is required to preserve the semantics of the stored images. In the example, the output of an x-ray image must have at least a given resolution. It is important to note that the output constraint only restricts the output objects and not the stored data.
Equation 3 shows the formal definition of constraints for static output parameters. The function p(o) determines the value of an output parameter in an output object (e.g. resolution of an image). c is a constant and θ ∈ {≤, ≥, =, =}. 
∀o ∈ OU T OBJ
The following constraint defines that for each output object of the attribute IMAGE in the relation XRAY the horizontal resolution must be greater than or equal to 1024. Only output objects which satisfy this constraint should be output.
It is also possible to define this output constrain only for some images of the relation XRAY . The following example defines the output constraint only for the images from the patient 'Kelly'.
Constraints for dynamic output parameters
Dynamic output parameters vary during the output process. Constraints for dynamic output parameters can be defined as periodic or not periodic. Non periodic constraints are defined for a temporal interval during the data output.
Each time-dependent media object has an internal media time. The internal media time is defined by an attribute that has a temporal domain. For example, the frame numbers of a video define such an internal media time. For simplicity, it is assumed that an output object has the same internal media time as its multimedia object. A constraint can then be defined for a temporal interval [s, e] of the internal media time. To describe the end of the internal media time the symbol ∞ is used. For all points t of the interval the defined constraint must be met. Equation 4 gives a formal definition for constraints of dynamic output parameters that are not periodic. The function p(t, o) determines the value of an output parameter in an output object at a time point t (e.g. resolution of the frame with frame number t). c is a constant and θ ∈ {≤, ≥, =, =}.
The following constraint is defined for the relation ULT RASOUND(P AT IENT, V IDEO). At first some stored media objects are searched for. In the example all ultrasound scans for the patient Kelly are searched for. For all output objects generated from these media objects and for all time points between 1 and 100 the defined condition must be fulfilled. The output constraint defines that the horizontal resolution must be greater or equal 1024. This means, that a user can not define another resolution for the time interval between 1 and 100.
Only output objects which satisfy this constraint should be output. The constraint checking is only possible during the output process.
The output parameter resolution can also be influenced by the database system itself. A resource problem can occur if the database outputs many videos at the same time. One possible reaction is to reduce the resolutions of some videos. The semantics of the video stream will be distorted. Output constraints can be used to prevent that.
Periodic output parameters (e.g frame rate) can be restricted by defining periodic constraints. It is assumed that the period defined in the output constraint and the period of the parameter have the same length. An example is the frame rate of videos. If the frame rate is 25 frames per second the period of the parameter is one second. So a constraint that observes this parameter must be checked every second. Assume an application which produces videos from ultrasound scans and stores these videos in a multimedia database. It would be useful, if this application could define constraints for the video output frame rate. During the video output the database system must maintain this constraint.
Equation 5 shows the formal definition of periodic constraints for dynamic output parameters. The constraint is defined for the output objects o ∈ OU T OBJ MO f td . The constraint should be checked for each period element p i of a period [s, e], l . The function u(p i , o) determines the value of the restricted output parameter of an output object for each period element p i (e.g. frame rate per second of a video). c is a constant and θ ∈ {≤, ≥, =, =}.
∀o ∈ OU T OBJ
The following constraint is defined for the relation ULT RASOUND(P AT IENT, V IDEO). At first some stored media objects are searched for. In the example all ultrasound videos for the patient Kelly are searched for. For all output objects generated from these media objects and for all period elements p i with length 1 from time points 1 to the end of the media object the defined condition must be maintained. The output constraint defines that the frame rate for each period element must be greater or equal 25.
The constraint checking is only possible during the output process at the end of each period element p i .
A more specific kind of condition (periodic event conditions) restrict sequences of events within periods. With these constraints it is possible to check whether a stream has the properties of a jitter-constrained periodic event stream [4] . This special group of streams is very important for multimedia databases. For jitter-constrained periodic event streams, an efficient optimization of the database buffer is possible. The problem is to detect whether a stream is a jitter-constrained periodic stream or not. Such a stream has the following parameters: L > 0 average event distance, i.e. the length of the period 0 ≤ D ≤ L minimum distance between successive events τ > 0 maximum lateness for an event (relative to the end of its period). The parameters D, τ and L are fixed. The event E i occurs at the time point a i . For a jitter-constrained periodic stream, it must be ensured that the distance between events is nearly the same. Formally this is written as
Equation 6 shows the formal definition for periodic event constraints. The constraint is defined for the output objects o ∈ OU T OBJ MO f td . The constraint should be checked for each period element p i of a period [s, e], l . E o i is a sequence of events. The events are generated from the output object o during the period element p i . c is a constant and θ ∈ {≤, ≥, =, =}.
The following constraint is defined for the relation ULT RASOUND(P AT IENT, V IDEO). First some stored media objects are searched for. In the example all ultrasound videos for the patient Kelly are searched for. All time dependent output objects (streams) generated from these media objects should have a frame rate greater than or equal to 25 frames per second. The event frame output can be introduced. This event describes the output from one frame. Now it is possible to count this events within one second. There must be at least 25 such events.
Assume it should be checked whether a stream is a jitterconstrained stream or not. In the following example the period between two events takes 5 time units and the constraint should be checked for the whole stream ( [1, ∞], 5 ).
To check the properties of jitter-constrained streams the time points of the event occurrence must be taken into account. From that the predicate jitter constraint takes a sequence of time points as parameters. This is in this case possible because events and time points are synonym. This predicate evaluates following expression:
The terms D, τ and L are fix and known.
Synchronization constraints
Synchronization constraints define the temporal, spatial or functional order of output objects. This group of output constraints can be used to define multimedia documents. The producer of multimedia data can specify the order of the output of these data. Take as an example again the video from an ultrasound scan. Furthermore an audio with diagnostic findings is also stored. The producer of these data can specify with an output constraint that the output of both data streams should start at the same time point. If a user defines in a query another temporal relationship then the database must maintain the constraint defined by the producer.
Synchronization constraints can be divided in interobject constraints and intra-object constraints. Inter-object constraints define relationships between different output objects. Intra-object constraints define relationships in a multimedia object.
There are many possibilities to define spatial and temporal constraints on multimedia objects. In this paper difference constraints are used for that. Difference constraints have the form a − b ≤ c. For temporal relationships the terms a and b can be replaced by start and end point of output objects. c is a constant. The difference constraint start(o 2 ) − end(o 1 ) ≤ 5 defines that only 5 time units can be between the end of object o 1 and the start of object o 2 . For spatial relationships it is assumed that all spatial output objects are rectangles. The coordinates of the four corners can be used in difference constraints. The use of difference constraints for output constraints has the following advantages:
• Difference constraints can be used to define all spatial and all temporal relationships between output objects.
• Difference constraints can define quantitative relationships between output objects. (The Allen [1] relations are only qualitative.)
• Solutions for a set of difference constraints can be computed in polynomial time. Consistent checks for the defined constraints are possible.
• It is easy to compare the output constraints defined by the producer of the multimedia data with those defined in a database query.
Spatial constraints define a spatial order between output objects. As an example two different x-ray images (images from hand and forearm) are stored in the rela-
tion XRAY S(P AT IEN T, HAN D, F OREARM ).
It is useful to define a spatial order for the output of these images. The producer of these data can e.g. specify that the right side of the hand image must be attached exactly to the left side of the forearm image. Equation 7 shows the formal definition of spatial output constraints. The constraint defines that for each spatial output object o 1 there exists a spatial output object o 2 which fulfills the difference constraints. The terms x oj i define the X-coordinate of the i-th corner of object o j . The Y-coordinates are defined equivalently. The constants a ji , b kl , c mn , d qp are elements of R.
The following example defines a spatial constraint. It is defined for all tuples u in the XRAY S relation. For each output object of the hand images, an output object of the forearm image must exist. The right side of the hand image must attach exactly to the left side of the forearm image. The x oj i values stand for the i-th corner of object o j . The numbering is clockwise and starts with the lower left corner.
Temporal constraints define a temporal order between time dependent output objects. As an example the relation ULTRASOUND(ID,PATIENT,VIDEO,DIAGNOSIS) stores videos from ultrasound scans and a diagnostic finding as full text. The output object of this text is an audio. For every video output object an audio output object should be output simultaneously.
Equation 8 
The following example defines that for every tuple in UL-TRASOUND the video and the audio of the diagnosis start and end at the same time. The problem of this constraint is, that it defines only a restriction for the temporal start and end points of an output object. The synchronization is only defined for the border points.
Often it is useful to define a fine granular synchronization between time dependent output objects. If an audio and a video must be lip synchronous then a synchronization between smaller parts of the audio and the video is necessary. It is possible to define a period of time dependent output objects. Period elements are small parts of a time dependent output object. The period [s, e], l oi is defined on the output object o i . The period starts at time point s and ends at time point e. A period element has the length l. Equation 9 uses periods of time dependent output objects and defines temporal constraints on these periods. For every period element p i from output object o 1 exists a period element q i from output object o 2 . The period elements p i and q i must fulfill the defined different constraints. The term s oj xi is the start point of period element x i from output object o j . The end points of period elements are defined equivalently. The  constants c 1 , c 2 , c 3 , c 4 , c 5 , c 6 , c 7 , c 8 are elements of R. Not all different constraints in equation 9 must be specified.
∀ ∈ OU T OBJ
MO1 td
:
It is important to note, that the period elements must have the same temporal domain. It is not possible that one period is defined e.g. over time stamps and the other over integers.
The different constraints are defined for the start and end points of the period elements. There are no conditions within the period elements. The start and end points of a period are synchronization points. So it is possible to define a discrete synchronization. A continuous synchronization can not directly be defined. It is possible to define very small period elements. So a continuous synchronization can be simulated.
The following example defines a period for the whole video output object. The period elements are called p i . The period elements defined on the audio output object are called q i . For every p i must a q i exists that fulfill the different constraints. This constraints define that the period elements p i and q i start and end at the same time.
Spatial/temporal constraints define a temporal and spatial order between output objects. This is only possible if a output object is a time dependent and spatial output object (e.g. output object of a video). If a spatial/temporal constraint is defined between the two output objects o i and o j then must be o i ∈ OU T OBJ 
(y Intra object constraints define synchronization relationships within an output object. As an example the temporal order of frames in a video is a intra object constraint. Intra object constrains define the structure of the output objects. Usually this structure is defined by the data format (e.g. MPEG). It is not useful that the producer or the user of multimedia data can specify these constraints. From reasons of the completeness intra object constraints are included into the classification.
Substitution constraints
Substitution is a relationship between different output objects from a multimedia object. Stored multimedia data can be output as different output objects. A stored text as example can be output as audio or as full text (e.g. image). The producer of multimedia data can specify, that different kinds of output objects, produced from the same multimedia object, can be substituted. Equation 11 shows the formal definition of a substitution constraint. The constraint defines two output domains OU T OBJ MO a , OUT OBJ MO b for the same set of media objects (MO). 
The following example is defined for the relation
ULTRASOUND(ID,PATIENT,VIDEO,DIAGNOSIS).
The text stored in the attribute DIAGNOSIS be can output as audio or image (e.g. PDF). The constraint defines that for the tuple with ID = 1 the audio output object for DIAGNOSIS can be substituted with the image output object. The substitution is only possible if the length of the audio is smaller as 20 seconds and the size of the image is smaller as 200 pixel. 
Conclusion
In this paper we have introduced output constraints for multimedia database systems. Output constraints can be used to restrict the output of stored multimedia objects. The producer of multimedia data can restrict output parameters (e.g. resolution, frame rate) for the data output. So he can define a specific data output quality. Output relationships (e.g. synchronization) can be defined also by output constraints. They can be used to define multimedia documents from stored media objects. This paper is the start of other works in this context. In future works the time point of constraint checking and the reactions on constraint violation must be taken into account. An integration of output constraints in an existing database system is planed.
